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HEAD’S HIGHLIGHT
Dear Parents

We end a very busy half term that is reflected by a busy last day.

Our Sixth Form Students are embarking on their Duke of

Edinburgh Gold Expedition, the U14s girls’ team are playing in

the county hockey tournament, we have senior pupils taking part

in First Aid training and the day started with our Harvest

Assembly where Trish Kinsella spoke to our children. The Prep

School sang in front of the Senior School and they also had a

busy day with trips and fixtures.

I had the chance to see more families this week at another ‘Meet

the Tutors’ evening, a Coffee and Croissants morning and on the

side of sports pitches. The next Coffee and Croissants meeting

will be with Helen Emmett and I on 29 October.

Highlights this week have been the Celebration Assemblies,

where pupils have excelled in all areas of school life. Each day I

visit lessons both in the Prep and Senior School. The standard of

teaching is incredibly high and I thank colleagues for their hard

work this half term. Whether it was Maths with Mr Barker or

learning about Biodiversity with Mr Fraser, I saw pupils with a

love of learning.

This week I have been excited to see that our school production

is progressing nicely. The 2022 school Production, A Night at the
Musicals, will take place in the first week of February and is both

written and produced by Alex Weatherhill. I am sure it will be a

night full of excitement and Alex has made a great impression.

Current GB Olympian Jacob Draper visited the school this week

to coach our girls’ and boys’ hockey teams. He assisted Mr

Cunningham who has announced he is leaving us in January. He

is an excellent coach and I thank him for all his hard work. Our

U15s rugby team progressed to the Third Round of the National

Cup, following convincing victories against Ripon and

Pocklington, the 1st XI girls defeated Hymers 4-0, while the golf

team triumphed over Sedbergh in the National Cup in a week of

many fixtures. These achievements are mere examples of the

excellent job Mr Cunningham has done in directing sports at the

College.

Today some pupils are flying home while others are going on

their first family holiday in a long time. In our family, we will be

enjoying the North Yorkshire coastline. I wish you all a wonderful

half term.

Guy Emmett
Headmaster
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GETTING READY FOR HALLOWEEN

On Thursday, Years 3 and 4 were invited to spend the day at Mr

and Mrs Lindley's farm. They had an amazing time spending

their morning searching for witches, spiders and pumpkins in the

hay bale maze, before learning about the process of potato

farming from planting to harvesting and cleaning and packaging.

They then had a wonderful afternoon picking pumpkins and

carving them. Thank you to Mr and Mrs Lindley for all of their

hard work to make it such a special day for the pupils at Farmer

Ed's Farm.



BLACK HISTORY MONTH IN THE SENIOR SCHOOL

Black History Month, which runs through October,
is the annual observance that originated in the
United States, where it was known as African
American History Month. It was first observed in
the United Kingdom in 1987.

Throughout the Senior School, the various Year

Groups have been focusing on different aspects of

history and these are the students’ contributions.

Although we would have loved publicising all the

students’ work, this edition of The Owl would have

counted 31 pages if we did. We apologise for not

showing all the students’ work but we can assure you,

they are all fabulous pieces of research and writing.

Flora, Year 8

Daisy, Year 9

Riley, Year 12

Year 13 debating 



CHECKING IN – ZARA TEASDALE

YEAR 3 AND 4 VISIT THE ROTUNDA MUSEUM

Zara Teasdale, a former student and Deputy Head at the

College, has been pursuing a career in investment banking

whilst studying BSc Political Economy at King’s College

London. Following her successful completion of an internship

at the Royal Bank of Canada this summer, Zara has received a

10-week summer internship offer with Rothschild & Co,

Europe’s leading Investment Bank.

‘Having grown up in a small, Yorkshire, seaside town,

witnessing the operations and scale of a global investment

bank has been amazing. I feel very fortunate to have been

given this opportunity, knowing that all of my hard work has

paid off. I look forward to the future!’

Last Friday Year 3 & 4 went to the Rotunda in Scarborough to discover the wonders of the world famous Star Carr - the

Stone Age settlement which was discovered just 5 miles from Scarborough

The children doned white gloves and became curators, handling artefacts which are over 11,000 years old. They were lucky

enough to be able to compare a real Iron Age axe with a Stone Age one and puzzle over the uses of the objects which had been

found.

High in the beautiful circular Rotunda Gallery, the children left this time behind as they learnt about the clothes worn at Star Carr

and dressed-up as Mesolithic children. Life was definitely tougher without velcro!

Once the children had discovered the tools to hunt and gather with and were fully dressed, they needed some shelter, so they

headed to the newly refurbished West Wing. Here each child had the opportunity to build a model Stone Age tent. Not as easy as

it looks!

After lunch, it was time to get messy! Over in the Woodend Studios the children learnt the ancient craft of pinch pots. Everyone

had the opportunity to look at some pots which had been unearthed at Star Carr and loved making their own beaker and decorating.

There were some fantastic Stone Age stories engraved. Did you know that the Stone Age people of Scarborough were called the

Beaker people?

To finish off the day, Mr Robson introduced the children to the incredible fossils on display in the Gateway To The Dinosaur Coast

which had been discovered on our coastline.



YELLOW DAY 2021 #HELLOYELLOW

By Ms Walsh

On Friday 8th October, Scarborough College was

awash with yellow as we once again raised money

for the children’s and young people’s mental

health charity, Young Minds.

Young Minds’ mission is to see a world where no

young person feels alone with their mental health.

They aim to provide young people with reassurance

and advice to help them make positive choices for

their mental health and know what to do next if they

are struggling. This charity is very close to our hearts

at Scarborough College, particularly after the past

eighteen months.

Pupils and staff made great efforts to come into school

dressed in yellow; notably there were several banana

costumes, hi-vis jackets and a very fetching Pudsey

outfit.

Sixth Form students, led by Head of School Chidera Olalere

ensured that the message of the day was visible with well

chosen and uplifting quotes displayed around the school and

actually worn by Ben Nicolaysen in Yr 13.

The staff prize had to go to Mr White in his all yellow

ensemble featuring a gorgeous pair of yellow trousers

specially purchased for the occasion.

Our generous pupils also made donations to Young Minds,

and at break time a bake sale was held, which generated a

long and patient queue of pupils wanting to part with their

money for a sweet treat.

Lower Sixth students organised and assisted with the bake

sale at break time and organised fun activities at lunch time.

The atmosphere around the school was positive and buzzing

and a great day was had by all.

A big thanks goes to tutors and the Sixth Form led by our

Head of School Dera. They went above and beyond to

make the day special.

The outcome was tremendous and the day raised a

whopping £921.67! Well done to all.



This half term has certainly been a busy one for the

Geography Department. We welcomed a new

member of our team, Shaun Bayes, from Lady

Lumley's School who has settled in extremely

quickly and has made a wonderful impression on

the pupils, Year 8 have had a trip to Bridlington and

Flamborough Head, and Year 11 embarked upon a

two day residential field trip staying in Osmotherley.

Here are some of this half term’s Geography

highlights.

YEAR 8 BRIDLINGTON AND FLAMBOROUGH HEAD

Year 8 spent a glorious, sunny, September morning

measuring beach profiles at Bridlington where they

became experts at using ranging poles and clinometers

to measure the change in beach angle from the base of

the cliff to the water’s edge.

In the afternoon, we took the pupils to Flamborough

Head where they enjoyed identifying caves, arches, a

stack and a wave cut platform, which they had been

learning about in school. They drew a number of field

sketches and I’m sure that even our Art Department

would have been proud of a few of them!

SPOTLIGHT ON GEOGRAPHY

YEAR 11 RESIDENTIAL TO OSMOTHERLEY

Last week, Year 11 Geography pupils carried out 4

different types of fieldwork over 2 days to compound

skills for their GCSE course. We were not quite as

lucky with the weather on this occasion but the pupils

showed true Yorkshire grit, and resilience, and braved

the elements down on Cayton Bay on Thursday

morning to complete beach profiles, measure the

beach sediment and the rate of longshore drift using

apples, stopwatches and ranging poles!

On Thursday afternoon, the pupils had an enjoyable

time in Thirsk where they carried out an urban study

and completed pedestrian and traffic counts, a land

use survey and an environmental quality survey before

heading to Cote Ghyll Youth Hostel in Osmotherley for

the evening. There was some trepidation amongst

pupils ahead of the trip, Covid-19 has prevented pupils

from staying away from home over the last 2 years,

but they did not seem phased after a hot meal, change

of clothes and game or two of pool with their friends

(once the evening’s work had been done).

On day 2, the pupils learnt how to use various weather

instruments and in the true spirit of the Great British

weather, within an hour we were able to fill the rain

gauge, measure 100% relative humidity on the

hygrometer and then notice increasing temperatures

and ⅜ oktas cloud cover; it was as though someone

specially mixed things up just for us!

Fortunately we were able to finish the two days of

fieldwork with some sunshine whilst we undertook a

final river’s study. Pupils thoroughly enjoyed climbing

into the river and measuring the channel width, depth,

pebble size and roundness, as well as channel

velocity.



MRS HELEN EMMETT

Helen Emmett: From an early age, I was drilled with,

“what is it, that isn’t Geography?” This is something that

I hold as true today, as I did then. Geography is such a

wonderful subject that encompasses so much of our

everyday lives that it is difficult to put parameters on

what we study. As a geographer, travel is very important

to me, so as a department we thought we would share

some images of ourselves in various geographical

locations. Can you name any of them?

MR SHAUN BAYES

My love for geography stems from my passion for the

wild. Exploring the great outdoors has taken me on

adventures all over the world. Whether in the classroom,

out on Yorkshire Grit or training for D of E, at

Scarborough College; I get the chance to pass on a little

of that passion to a new generation.

SPOTLIGHT ON GEOGRAPHY – MEET THE TEAM

MRS HEATHER RAMSAY

I really love to travel and I have been lucky enough to

do plenty of it! My favourite continent has to be North

America and I have had many adventures here over

the years, starting with working in a summer camp in

the Adirondack Mountains for 4 summers on the trot. I

love to be active on my hols, so inevitably I end up

doing lots of walking, but also horseback riding, biking,

kayaking, skiing and white water rafting. I always try to

incorporate my own experiences of different cultures

into my geography lessons and encourage everyone in

the lesson to share theirs too.

GEOGRAPHY DEPARTMENT CHALLENGES YOU!

We would love to see you at places of geographical

significance too, if you are going somewhere exciting

over half term, please share an image of yourself in

front of the feature and send it to us:

helen.emmett@scarboroughcollege.co.uk. You might

even feature in the next Owl newsletter or see your

face on a display board in the department.



RESTART A HEART AND SIXTH FORM EMERGENCY FIRST AID COURSE

DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY YEAR 9 – INSPIRED LAMP PROJECT

For the past 6 weeks the year 9 students have been

analysing, researching, investigating and designing their

lamps. As they move through the school we try to develop

a range of important skills in preparation for GCSE, and

this project focuses primarily on design skills.

Encouraging them to design their products to a given

inspiration. The idea being that they don’t just draw something

they like. Instead they have a go at generating new, but

inspired ideas. The students have chosen between Art Deco,

Art Nouveau, Bauhaus and Pop Art for their inspiration and

have generated a range of ideas. Some students used Google

SketchUp to portray their ideas, whereas others preferred to

draw their ideas by hand.

Added challenge

To add another dimension of difficulty, the design brief states

that the product must slot together. Students should not use

permanent fixings, so the product could be recycled at the end

of its life. Considering how it will stand and protect the

electronics is a challenge.

What's next?

Next half term students will model their ideas in the workshop,

they will then move to the IT suite where they will learn how to

use techsoft 2D design; A design software similar to those

used in industry. On this software they will draw their idea in

parts, to exact measurements and these drawings will be

printed on the laser cutter.

They will also solder components to a printed circuit board to

create their colour changing LED light.

Once all the components are designed, modelled, checked

and manufactured they will be put together to produce their

inspired lamps.



CELEBRATION ASSEMBLY

Please find below the prizes won by various pupils of the College during this week’s Celebration Assembly.

Congratulations to the following pupils, who were awarded the following ABRSM certificates

ISABELLE HALL – Singing Performance Grade 1, Pass

RACHEL WARCUP – Clarinet Grade 2, Merit

LILY PENN – Singing Performance Grade 2, Distinction

ROBERTA WATTS – Piano Grade 3,Pass

HARRY CARR – Piano Grade 3, Distinction

ANNABEL LINDENBERG – Piano Grade 4, Pass

HAYDEN VICKERY – Clarinet Grade 4, Pass

TOBY McTURK – Singing Performance Grade 4, Merit

DELILAH D’ARCY – Singing Performance Grade 5, Distinction

SARAH KING – Violin Grade 7, Distinction

Awarded from Trinity College London

JAMES OUTHART – Singing Grade 4, Merit

Congratulations to the following pupils, who were awarded Duke of Edinburg Awards

Bronze: Harris Atkinson, Sam Boyes, Elliot Burnley, Emma Guthrie, Beth Hiley, Tom Melling, George Pickering,

Jacob Taylor Burks and Hayden Vickery

Silver: Hugh Blyth, Charlotte Smith and Riley Tomlinson

Congratulations to the following pupils for commendations on their Attitude to Learning (A2L)

Year 7: Michael Mulryne, Zaccaria Alessio, Lily Penn and Gabriella Cooke

Year 8: Theo Cross, Hannah Kinsella and Max Marshall

Year 9: Lois Jacobs, Mia Longman and Olivia Miners

Year 10: Lucy Barker, Toby McTurk, Roberta Watts and Sophia Ibbott-Cook

Year 11: Jacob Taylor-Burks, Tamara Jacobs, Lucia Peters and Ruby Flett

Year 12: Veronika Ruzickova, Daria Karmazin, Ekaterina Pakhomova, Laura Lietfien and Heidi Maxwell

Year 13: Karla Franjcec, Kseniia Mikushina, Sahiba Sahed, Melina Trierenberg and Shay-Lee Unger

Congratulations to the following pupils for commendations on their Attainment

Year 11: Harry Cammish, Elliot Burnley and Sienna Watts

Year 13: Tyler Nguyen, Dera Olalere, Mariya Grynevych and Leonie Kern


